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FACIAL  COMPOSITE  SOFTWARE



THE PRODUCT
Used by eyewitnesses to create  
a computerised sketch or image  

of a criminal suspect, the EFIT facial 
composite software is the preferred 
choice of 90% of UK police forces  

and used in over 30 countries around 
the world. 

The new EFIT6 product uses 
the latest advances in artificial 
intelligence, image processing 

and our understanding of human 
facial memory together with good, 

common-sense police practice.

The result is a system that provides 
unparalleled ease of use and accuracy. 

EFIT6 is simply the world’s most 
advanced and comprehensive facial 

composite software.

THE BENEFITS

Early leads in major investigations 
save time, money and effort and  
can be crucial to their ultimate  

outcome.  EFIT6 can provide these 
leads when no hard forensic  

evidence is available.

EFIT6 does not even need a witness 
to give a good verbal description  
of the face but works according  

to recognition principles. 

It has proven highly effective with 
all types of eyewitness including the 
very young, the very elderly and also 
the many who struggle to describe 
the individual features of the face. 

It is easy to understand, easy to 
operate and the output can be 

readily searched against automatic 
face recognition systems. 

THE TRAINING

VisionMetric supplies 
90% of UK police 

forces with their facial 
composite software.

The company has an outstanding  
track record extending over  
25 years in training both UK  
and international police and  
is widely recognised as the  
leading company for facial  

ID training in the UK. 

Recent international destinations 
have included USA, Canada, Chile, 

Colombia, Slovenia, Australia, South 
Africa and Ghana.

FEATURES

INTELLIGENT SOFTWARE 
The software actually learns from the witness, guiding a gradual progression towards the suspect’s face.

DATABASE CUSTOMISATION 
16 databases included, covering the broad demographics of Europe, the Middle East, South East Asia,  
North and South America. Additional databases can be included upon request to provide a bespoke  

system for deployment in other geographical regions.

EXTENSIVE ACCESSORY LIBRARIES 
Thousands of accessories including clothing, beards, glasses and jewellery.

TRANSFORMATION TOOLS 
Quick and easy adjustment of age, expression, feature scaling and position.

AUTO BLEND TOOL 
Fully automatic tool for seamless blending of hairstyles, beards and moustaches to the face.

AUTOLINK TO INDUSTRY STANDARD IMAGE EDITING SOFTWARE
Export the entire composite image or individual layers to (and import from) your 

chosen image editing software.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Operating systems supported: Windows 7 64 bit, Windows 8 64 bit, Windows 10 64 bit

 
Recommended system: Memory: 8GB Ram or more  |  Screen Resolution: 1920x1080 or higher
3D accelerated video card  |  Processor: Intel i5 or AMD A10 or better  |  Disk space used: 1GB

 
Recommended Paint Programs: EFIT6 automatically links to all industry standard paint programs

including  Adobe Photoshop, Photoshop Elements and Corel Paintshop Pro. 


